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Elliott’s generalization of the Turin-Kubilius inequality is further generalized by 
establishing an upper bound for the sum s.,x F(I f (n) - A 1). where f is a complex- 
valued additive arithmetical function, A an arbitrary number and F an arbitrary 
nonnegative-valued increasing function. A connected problem for group-valued 
functions is also considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f be a complex-valued additive arithmetical functions. The celebrated 
Turan-Kubilius inequality (see, e.g.. Elliott [2] for proof, history and 
background) states that 
(1.1) 
where A may assume any of the values 
A,=x-’ y f(n), A, = “ (1 - l/p)f(pk) p+, 
n<x PGY 
(1.2) 
A, = y f(P)/P 
P<.T 
This is an analogue of the well-known fact from elementary probability 
theory that the variance of a sum of independent variables is equal to the 
sum of variances. For moments of other order no such identity exists; a good 
inequality was, however, established by Rosenthal [4]. Rosenthal’s 
inequality was further generalized by Burkholder [ 11; he proved 
EF ( i~,~jl)~~((lE(Is,‘))‘“i 
+ x EF(I <i I). (1.3) 
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where the cj’s are independent variables of zero mean, E denotes expectation 
and F is an arbitrary nonnegative-valued increasing function satisfying the 
inequality 
F(2.x) < cF(x) 
with some constant c; the value of the implied constant depends on this c. 
(This is not stated explicitly, but is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 1.) Rosenthal’s inequality is the case F(x) = x0. 
The analogue of Rosenthal’s inequality was recently proved for additive 
functions by Elliott [ 31: 
with the A, of (1.2) and B(x) of (1.1). (For p < 2, the second term is 
swallowed by the first.) 
Our aim is to establish a general connection between the moments of 
additive functions and the corresponding sum of random variables and to 
obtain, as a corollary, the analogue of Burkholder’s inequality for additive 
functions. I plan to consider lower estimates of moments in Part II. 
2. RESULTS 
Let f be a complex-valued additive function and & (p prime) independent 
random variables with the distribution 
P(& =f(Pk)) = (1 ~ l/P)P k. (2.1) 
(This definition is, strictly speaking, incorrect if the values off(p”) are not 
all different: the reader can easily provide a correct version.) Put 
THEOREM 1. If F is a nonnegative-valued increasing function and A is 
an arbitrary constant, we have 
+~c’ \‘ F(lf(n)-Aj)@E(F(3 IV,-A()); (2.3) 
n 4 x 
the implied constant is absolute. 
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COROLLARY. If F is nonnegative, increasing and satisJies F(2x) < cF(x), 
then we have 
i \‘ F(lf(n) -A 1) < c’ W(x)) + ,& P-~F(IS(P~)I)) 1 (2.4) 
X- n<x , 
where c’ depends on c, B(x) is dejked in (1.1) and A is anv of A , , A?, A, of 
(1.2). 
To obtain to Corollary, choose first A = A, and apply Burkholder’s 
inequality (1.3) to the right side of (2.3). The inequalities with A = A, or A, 
can be easily deduced using 
IAi-A,I<B(x) (j= 1, 3). 
The case F(x) =x0 is just Elliott’s inequality (2.4). 
Let v, denote the measure on N (the set of natural numbers) assigning the 
weight l/x to each n <x. Theorem 1 is equivalent to the following: 
THEOREM 1”. If f is an additive function, A a complex and B a positive 
number, then we have 
v,(lf (4 -A I > B) < W v, -A I > B/3) (2.5) 
with an absolute constant c. 
Theorem 1* is just Theorem 1 for step-functions; on the other hand, 
integrating (2.5) dF(B) we obtain (2.3). 
Theorem 1* is a special case of 
THEOREM 2. Let G be an Abelian group, f a G-valued additive function 
and define c&, rl, by (2. l), (2.2). For arbitrary X c G we have 
v,(f (n) CZ X + X - X) < cP(v.~ @ XL (2.6) 
whereX* Y=(xfy:xEx,j~EY}. 
Theorem 1* is the case 
X= (z:/z--l/B/3}. 
The constant 3 in Theorems 1 and 1* is probably not the best possible, 
though from the formulation of Theorem 2 one can see that this approach 
does not yield any better. I think it can be replaced by 1 + cX, where E, --f 0 
as x + co. It cannot be replaced simply by 1, as the following example 
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shows. Let f be strongly additive (i.e., f(pk) =f(p)), q E (x/2, X) a prime 
and 
with a sufficiently small positive 6. Then 
v v,/ > 1) < c/(x log x), (2.7) 
while v,(if(n)I > 1) = l/x. A calculation shows that (2.7) holds with 
6 = (log log x)/log x, thus E, cannot tend to 0 faster than (log log x)/log .K. 
3. THE PROBABILISTIC SETTING 
An arithmetical function becomes a random variable as soon as a 
probability measure is given on N. So far we have considered only the 
measures V, ; now se define other measures I, by assigning the weight 
tt-’ !<LX (1 - l/p)-n -‘e Y/logx (3.1) 
. 
to a natural number n if its is composed exclusively of primes p <x and 0 
otherwise. Define the additive functions r,(n) by 
W) =f(Pk) if $1 In, 
where a ‘1 lb means a / b and (a, b/a) = 1. We have always 
f(n) = \‘ T,(n 1. 
P 
The &‘s are far from being independent in v,, but they are independent in 
lx, or, more generally, in any measure p defined by 
P(A)= 
where g is a nonnegative multiplicative function. (We omit the simple proof.) 
It is easy to check that the distribution of &, in z, is for p <x as required 
in (2.1), and I,(& = 0) = 1 for p > x. Thus qX has the same distribution as f 
on the probability space (N. lx), and Theorem 2 can be reformulated as 
follows: 
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THEOREM 2”. If G is an Abelian group, f a G-valued additive function 
and XC G. then we have 
v,(f(n) 6Z X + X - Xl < cl,(f(n) fZ W (3.2) 
Let U = (n: f(n) E X) and let V consist of the numbers 2) representable in 
the form 
u = U,UJli3. u,~u,,u,E u, UjlIUZ, (u,,uz/uJ)= 1. (3.3) 
Evidently if v E V, thenf(v) E X + X -X. Hence Theorem 2* follows from 
THEOREM 3. Let U be an arbitrary set of natural numbers and let V be 
the set of numbers v of the form (3.3). Then we have 
YJN\V) < cW\W 
This will be proved in the next section. 
4. THE PROOF 
Let U be a set of natural numbers and write z.,(U) = 1 - F. Let Q, 
consist of the prime-powers pk, p < x, for which there is an u E U, pi;u such 
that pku E U and let Q, be the set of other pk’s, p <x. 
LEMMA. If E < 1112, then K’e have 
(4.1) 
ProoJ Let 
W,=(qu:uEU.(q,ll)=l}. 
If q = pk, then 
CJW,, = ~,(Wl9 - dkIu: u E u, P I ui) 
> z,(U)/q - ppkp’ > 5/(69)-l - l/(29))’ = l/(39). (4.2) 
As for q E Q, per definition W, is disjoint to U, we have l/(39) < E, i.e.. 
9 -‘<3&G l/12 (9 E Qd (4.3) 
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If q and r are coprime, then W, f? W,. consist of multiples of qr, and it is 
empty if they are powers of the same prime, therefore we have 
b(W, n K.1 < l/v (q f r prime-powers). (4.4) 
Now let 
w= u w,, 
(lEQ3 
where Q3 will be a suitably chosen subset of Q,. Writing 
a= \‘ I/q - 
YEQl 
and taking into account (4.2) and (4.4), we obtain 
z,(W) 2 \ . ~,CWq)- \‘ I,( wq f-7 Wr) 
qEQl Y.rEairYIr 
>a/3-a’>a/6 
if a < l/6. 
On the other hand, W and CT are disjoint, thus 
46 < ?J W < E. (4.5) 
Now we choose Q3. If 6 < l/6, let Q3 = Q, and (4.5) yields 6 > 6s as 
wanted. If 6 > l/6, let Q3 be a maximal subset of Q, with sum of reciprocals 
not greater than l/6; (4.3) ensures that a > l/12 and hence (4.5) gives 
E > l/72, a contradiction. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3. We may, of course, assume E < l/72, otherwise the 
theorem is trivial. By (3.1) we have 
\’ l/n < l,(N\U) log x = E log x. (4.6) 
rlS.Xr.ll$l~ 
Ifn~x,n~~,pkIlnandn=pkm,theneitherm~UorpkEQ,.Hence 
\’ log n = \‘ log pk < z, + c,. (4.7) - 
ns.x.n~C’ mpk<x.mp @L’.pi(m -7 
whereinC,m@UandinC,pkEQ,. 
For the first sum we have 
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by (4.6). For the second, 
by the Lemma. Summing up, we obtained 
-7‘ - log n < EX log x. (4.8) 
n<x,ntr~ 
Moreover we have 
(4.9) 
by (4.6) and U c V. Adding (4.8) and (4.9) and dividing by x log x we 
obtain the desired inequality. Now the proof of Theorem 3, which implies, by 
the remarks made in the previous section, all the others, is completed. 
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